Bigger Telescopes and Better Instrumentation:
Report on the 1992 ESO Conference
M.-H. ULRICH, ESO
The Conference "Progress in TeIescope and Instrumentation Technologies" took place in Garching on April
27-30, 1992. This meeting is one in a
series of Conferences organized every
other year alternately by Kitt Peak National Observatory and by ESO. The
next one should take place in two years
In Arizona.
The Conferences organized by ESO
have a twofold purpose. First, as a
meeting at the worldwide level to pre-

sent and discuss recent advances in
telescopes and instrumentation. Second, for the general ESO community to
inform themselves of technological progress both at ESO and other observatories. This Conference was attended
by 270 external participants and 69 ESO
participants. There were 110 posters
and 61 talks.
The first two days were devoted to
large telescopes, mirror fabrication, and
enclosures (51 posters, 32 talks). Adaptive optics was the subject of the third
day. The fourth day saw a review of a
number of optical and infrared instruments for the VLT and other telescopes.
A brief outline of these topics follows.

1. Telescopes and Mirrors
At the present time thirteen individual
telescopes with diameter larger than or

equal to 6.5 m are under construction or

are planned with various degrees of
funding (see Table 1). The total collecting area of these telescopes is 675 m2or
70 times that of a 3.5 rn telescope.

This shows the Intense activity taking
place now in all major observatories not
only to build these telescopes but also
to equip them. Among these groups
building large telescopes, the most suc-
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Riccardo Giacconi
ESOys Next Director General
In Its 67th meeting in Garching on June 4 and 5. 1992 the CounciI of ESO appointed
Prof. Rlccardo Giaceoni as Director General for the period 1993 - 1987. He succeeds
Prof, Hany van der Laan whose five-year t m ends this year,
Prof. G i a m n i was h m In Genova (Italy) In 1931 and got hls ducatlon In Physics at
the University of Milano, before ernlgratlng to the United States. In his activity he has
been associated with several leadlng institutions Including Princeton Ufllverslty, Amerlcan Science and Engineering. Harvard University and has received many honours for
his achievements in science.
Prof. Giacconi is famous for his pioneeringwork In the development and appllcatlon
of X-ray technologies in astronomy. leading to the discovw of the first extra-solar Xray source. The X-ray satellites UHURU (launched In 1970) and the Einstein Observatory (launched in 1978) are assoelated with hls name.
Since the establishment of the Space Telescope Science lnstltute In Baltimore In
1981, Prof. Glacconi has been Its Director, whlle holding a pmfessorshlp at the John
Hopklns University and, more recently on a part-time basis, also at the University of
Milano. The ST Scl has been central to the Hubble Space Telescope's success In spite
of b optical flaw and selves a world-wlde community of HST users. At ESO his
association with the HST will continue, because ESO Headquarters Is the host of the
European Coordlnatlng Facltlty for the HST. The ECF Is a joint venture of ESO and the
European Space Agency (ESN.
The prlme assignment of the new Director General wlll be the completion of the Very
Large Telescope (VLT) Observatory which ESO is constructing with European Industry
In Chlle's Atacama desert, while at the same time operatlng the world's largest infrared1
optical observatory, the La Sllla Observatory for the astronomy community in ESO's
member states.

Table 1: fal~s~opes
with dlamelerkwgllar tnan or equal to 6 5 rn under mr38tnrctfan w pl~nned.

has been annealed and is now in the
process of cerambtion, a process to
achieve the zero expandon coefficient
of Zmdur and which will take 8 months.
(Gemmiration is roughly speaking a way
of partially crysZalliting the glass mass
by slow and controlledhe&ing.The crys-

tal has a negative coefficient of expan-

oessful ones will be those which not
only attract excellence and originality of
the observing programmes but which
will also make the nweswy effort to
achieve the highest qualm and efficiency in the Instrumentdon and data analysis.
Among the most advanced projects,
the installation of the last segmented
mirror of the Kmk I telescope was
announced. The telmmpa in its p m t
state has a FWHM of 2 arcs=. Work is
now in progress to achieve the specification of a final FWHM of 0.4 arc-.
The efforts are twofold: one is to finish

the figuring of each segment with an ion
beam and the other is to align the 36
individual mlmrs. The ion beam finishing cansists In erosion of the surface
with a computer operated k n beam of a
few crn in diameter. This is best used to
the Iwt surface defects 1 to 2 p
in height. Can this process of automated
measurement and oomputer controlled
fine figuring replacer the magical final
touch of the experienced optician?
Regarding the VLT, it was already
announced (The Messenger No. 67,
1992) that the fabrication of the first
mimr is well atham&: the 8.6-rn blank

Figure 1: The ESO Director Gemtat, Pmt Havan dw Laan, opens the Canfmnm.
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sion which can compensate the posltive expansion cDeficient of a pwdy
glassy material.) The m i m will then be
shipped to the RfXiSC factory necmr
Paris where it wlll be ground, figured
and polished to its 82-m diameter size,
then shipped to the VLT she. A second
b&m blank has also pasad the anncwling process m d a third one Is in the
annealng oven.
The fabrication of boroslate honeycomb rnirrws Is also progressing. Two
mirrors, one of 1.8 rn iurd one of 3.5 m
have been completely finished. The final
figure is 80% of the tight within 0.3
arcsec, well within the specification. The
first 6.5 m has recently been cast.
The Japanese Large National Telemope wilE have a thin meniscus which is
being fabricated by Coming. The site of
the JLNT on Mauw Kea is In a convenient location to do interferometry with
thSs telescope and the two 10-rn diame
ter Keck tdmpes. (TheJapanese projet3 is called Subaru which means
Plebdes, a poetic name which is ghren
to quite a few projects In Japan, e s p e
cially in the artistic world; for exampb kt
is the name of a pc&y lournal.) The
large figure in dollars given for the project is the figure p r o p o d by the astrommm to the funding agenciw it is

astde for adtptiio optics This reflects
firstly the Increased realmtion of th@
potential importance of adaptive optics
as one of Ule astmmmerfs too18 fn
gmund-based observatories. Secondly
a wealth of information tKw h o m e
ayallabb from three well-funded US
laboratories whose part of their research
in adapfive optics has rwntly been d e
classifkk Lblwmce L U m m National
Laboratory In Caltfomia, Phlllipa
Labommy at Mrtland Air Fom Barn in
Nht~Mexico and Uncoln tabomtory at
Mt"T(Massachusetts).One of the several
reasons for this declasifi~h'onwas the
rapid pr~greg~
In the s u m 1 us0 of
adapthre optics made In the astronomical context, especially the COME-ON
experiment the Meudm-ESO WW
ment In wtlab~~ratton
with three French
IWatories.
Adaptive optics prwents substantid
gd~antagesfor high-resdublon dim4
imaging, s
~
~sterllarycoronog,
mphy and lang basefine opitiWAR Intertarometry. For rfirect Imaging, adaptive
optics IEE more powetful than speckle
Inlefferomehy for mapping relatively
a n t extended objects (e.9. distant
galwles). Regarding high rMoMon
adaptive
8p&!33M314r
(my R 1
optics will allow one to uas a narrow
entrance sl& Since for a given high
spemta1 mlutlon, #e llnear dimenston
of the grating is pr~porti~nal
t~ the entrance slit width, a decrease of the @it
w1& fmm 1 to 0.25 mecond will corveepend to a s
~
~ withpgratings
h
and other optid elements fwr time6
smallerr. Phis results in a speatrograph
which Is less e x p ~ hcask
,
ahd faster to build, and with less them&and

-

Figwe 2: F m t

i poster

gfw.

a "p&sirnistic maximum". In contrast, in
the West8971 world the tradftlon is to
stevt negotiating from a srstalt figure, an
"optimistic minimum".
Sw~alr n e h d s of produchq large
(mnwex) ssoondary mirrors were presented: active lapsdmbmr replication
and adscr use of a prsfilormter to
mechanically megaurn h &ape of the
surfam and compere it to its ideal
shape. This lmw method he8 ken swccewfully (spwification 100% d light In
O I f 5) used to figure the b k Te!escope
secondary whfoh Es 1.5 m in djamettw
and for whbh me maximum ggphwl~
amprick is 130 p. The semndraty of
the M T is presently planned to be in
Sic, a compound which has a density
alightly larger than Zemdur but whose
Ywng modulus is 400 glgapastcal instead of 70. Because of this quality t h
mirror can be lighter by a faetor 4 than
if it w e buitt of gkw, and thus a
c
h
1
m
the dynmicaf perfmmca ~~
to accamplish the tasks of focusing,
mtring, image sttsbllkation and eippecially chqqlimg.
But very inbmtimg dweIopments
were also preseplted for "old tete
mopesMh i l t sweral years ago, far 6sample the -rig
of new technolu$$y
on the GTIO 4-m telmmpe by transferring teehnolagy davdopad for the €SO
MT to thls "oId" 4-m td85cops. Smifically, thL crxksists in removing from the
dome and hullding all that ceuld be mmoved, improving the insulation of unrnovabte heat s o u m (pumpsfor example;), Improving the ventilation by openIng 4-m-high windows m the lower park
sf the dme walls, refiguringthe sacond ~and, moMlng a PQnnmeMimge
anal-.
Mom rrmbbus is the pian to
modiify the primary mImr support and

-

msform it into an adve suppart based
on air bags and hwxpensh sff-theshelf cwrtrollers.

2 AdAsptlve OptOcs: brnlses and
Diatcultles
Tha third day 3arM with a summary
of the Second ESO Conference on Wfgh
Resolution imaging by Interferornft8y
(ma Messenger No. 68, p. 5). The

of the day was devoted to AdapGve
Optics and a poster swsiun. This one is
the first of the large Ewmpaarc Conferences an ground-b&sed tslescopm
and instrumentation in which a $ignMcant fraction of the programme was a&
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Figure 3 ~m~
ior. f S n g #w first 65-m LumsIIhte h a n v m b mlrmr. 73e 6.5-m
m d d undercon~mlon.Ar A t fim of the Cgnfmme, the 6.5-m m i m had nlmdy Been
cast.
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Ruum 4: &gtnmEWcaffonlor tfse Keck Tekssccrpe 8D-m dkm&wpnmaryary
LZZ%I& m n t s u r f a w t withsmw mWpoIi&hg and watpw
hwmm but Mme &I? beam &wing IBO % of the Ilght In OHM). RIghL same afleriton h e m flgudngj CBO % af the light In 0.222 which dfghttly
~ t r ~ ~W
e d~s c a B o r Prgm
$ K Mast 8nd J. Nelm].

flexure problems. As far as interfernmatry is concerned, it is only with a near
oomplete wavefront CO~TE&&I ai ~ a c h
krleseope that One a
n
the
maximum eMdency. Thk is an imprtgnt pfnt m hhigh ang~larrewolwtion
of !he intsrferometer means that the
photons of a given s ~ aremspread
over a large number of fnrkyrmdent picture elemnts. It is ctmI thmfore,that
I W c~llecting
~
mertwes ~ K a high
d
Micincgr must accaqany tha large angular r-m.

F I ~ Wrs: u m w amw~rg?w tns COIumt,u~TA ~ wO
l bsemWI.

What are the p e r f o m n w af the
present adaptive optics system? What
are the pmdictabk ~ ~ ~ .B and
S S
difflc~l-? Fram t b 13 0rd p ~ ~ ~ t 8 -

..

Rgum 5: S)lnWk: int@rfWgp&mcalculated
hr#n the final phase map after s
-4podishing af the 3.5 m f0.5 parabobid. TIls
~ u r e m m wtwss made in Daawreber 1991
with a S33 nm phase-mm%rgInten'ter tl?mugh s r&adiva null ammbr. PiFle
rms surfm enw is 21 nm lfrorn Buddy Mar#R,
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Rgpm 7: TAe JEfPan Nanidnal lag@
P
w F&$B~ f d l e al
the pdrn~ry;8.31r& EneIcwre canapt there are m kvge W k
ramat wails%om on dcYrersSde offhe tellersGQpefn anFeF to cham&
am9 Rush itm ah &we F m t mBack, and W KentiIatm are ptvvr'ded.
T h e ~ ~ ~ I owill
t wh fa ~i r tmdiElone(Jinthe &y t h e lfrom K Ko~Wra,
N&hal A s w c a l Okmmaf(~3,).

2- Squashingthe resin

Figwe 8: Making convex 9vrf9ms by t)re
repIh MR~QUB.
Prfwto makin$ thrap&%,
thtr mould is mated with a m w n g substrafe which at the end coolers the e x ~ l
&n surfax. ?'he final thickness af the resrresrn
kyeu is
t m P. Assus, 0.C.A.).
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tlons end the 28 posters one was able to
get a fair assessment of the sftuation.
mare m two
in an adaptive
optics system: one is made up of the
wwgfront analyzer, the defomable
mirror, the detector and the computer.
The other one Is the Mwence em.
The first part of the system is well
developed: The WME-ON Plus system
will have 52 actuators and a correGtion
rate of 400 Hz. fhe LIncoIn Laboratory
experhtent and the Phillips laboratory
experiment have 241 controlled actuators with wavefront sensing and
analyzing perrfomed in 0.5 x
seconds. These figures l a d one to Mmate that full wavdront correction is
attainable in the f o r ~ b l future
e
at
h 2.2 p for an 8-rn telssoope. Tfie YLT
plans an adaptive optics system of 256
dements.
But the problems are severe regarding full correction in the visible
(- 0.55 p). Qne needs a fmer compubr
and a larger number of actuators. It i~
not easy but it is possible to build such a
system, The rail diiflcuky lies in the fact
that one needs a reference star within
the i s ~ p l m d tpatch
i ~ of the SOUrCQ to b
obsenred, i.e. within a radius of a few
mms. And this star must be bright to
send enough pbtone for analyzing
the wavefront in 1than a few
milliseconds. The only way to have such
a star everywhere h the sky is to make R
with a laser beam tuned to the 0.5&9 p
sodium line which produces resonance
scattering in the mesospheric a t m k
sodium layer Ett an altitude of 90 km.
The spot where the laser beam hits the
sodium layer forms a point-like source.
E U a single artificial star is not enough
for large talesoopes because of focal
snisoplanatinm (two points diarnetric8lIy
IQcatd on an 8-m-r d h m t ~ mirror
r
the p i n t muroe
km at
I.e. larger than
rnering by 20
the isoplanatic patch). It is proposed

Flgute9: Expedmtal PSFat I . 6 8 ~ 1obtafnsd with the COME-ON syrptem with 8 s&ng d O l
with the ES61 d8-m te\rncops. 7ba fhemage L mmpmd of a halo (mtinuous IlneJ of 0%
FWHM8ndadwpcarre I&aken tine) which hdls the width ofn?eAfrypattm oft& &/.%?cap
(F. Rlgau, G. RQUW~ et 31. COME-ON enperim&l.

therefore to use sevePal lawr stars
grouped within 10-20 ~ o n d splus
,
a natural star to correct for the tit. This
is, to say the least, an expensive and
c u m b e m e system. In addition, the
k s r beams produce light pollution
which may be a nuiwnoe not anEy far
the tdescope working with actapttve aptics but for the other felesmpes on the
same site as well. &abw;;copic s h w W
and holographic fibers could provide
protection against such a nuisance but

this is not well ezxplared at present. The
problem cauged by the light pollution
p m d d by the laser stars is Isss acute
in the case of satelite surveillance f m
the ground than for Wmnomical observations. Satellites have an optical magnitude of about 15 or brighter Mila astronomers are interested in mapping
much fainter objects as well as bright
objects, Astronomers atso have more
Ilmited funding. They will have to build
the adaptive optics systems withln the
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talks were the faint object spectrugraphs and the infrared instruments, In
the first case, the impetus is given by
the current emphasis on cosmological
obse~atlonalprogrammes and the increasing reliability and sophistication of
optical fibres and mwltisli systems. In
the case of the Infrared instruments, the
impetus comes from the rapid irnprovernernt of the performances of infrared
detectors, in particular the number of
pixels, and the perspective of using the
large telescopes at or near their dlffraction limit.
While almost all of the telescopes and
instrument designs were for muKtipurpose observations, one project stood
out: The Sloan Digital Sky Survey is a
2.5-rn telescope (with a 3-degree fleld of
view) whose scientific purpose is to obtain a new sky survey, and to measwe
optical spectra of 1 m l o n galaxies and
quasars selected from this survey with
the aim of getting an empirical description of their 3-D distribution (large-scale
structure) and their cosmic evotution.
The telescope is devoted to the above
Figure 1 1 : Ttm Second-Generation C M Cassegrain Specircgmph is in realrty a &u&le
spectrograph. One am (hereat top left) k MOS, a multi-object ~p8ctmgmphwith a 10 arcmin astrophysical project and does not have
field. The other arrn (bottom right) is SIS, a sub-amemnd imaging spectrograph with e 3 to justify its existence beyond the
arcmin field.
accomplEshment of this project. In that
sense, it bears some similarities with t b
large experiment built around particle
accelerators or the older generation of
resources at their disposal. They will 3. Instruments and Components
radio telescopes.
therefore be faced with choices and
A distant cousin and complement of
cornpromisas. These compromises will
The fourth day of the Conference was this project is the DEEP, the Deep Extranslate into imperfections of the point devoted to the dewription of instru- tragatactic Evolutionary Probe. This is a
spread function (PSf). Among these ments under conshdicn lor 4-rn class spectrograph plannedfar the KwkTele
less than perfect ?SF,which ones will or &m class telexapes with a large scope md which will be dedicated to
M most umful, or best adapted to a fraction of the time given to the in- one task: obtaining the redshift and veparticular type of observations? The one strumentation for the VLT. (Six VLT in- locity dispersion of ld" to f .5x 1o4 faint
with the faintest halo? The narrowest struments are now in the final design galaxies of magnitude up to 23 to 24.
central peak? The maximum strehl stage - see The M~ssenger65, 67.) The spectrograph is in fact made up of
ratio? Simulatjons of obsswations of Present and predicted petformmcss of 4 identical spectrographs at the Cassedifferent objects with a variety of PSF three types of components were also grain focus of the Keck telescope. The
are a prerequisite to answering these discussed: optical fibres, CCD and NIC- spectrographs probe 4 fields dispwd
questions. me answer will depend both MOS detectors.
symrnefrically around the optical axis,
The two largest groups of instruments the central field being used for lV
on the scientific application of adaptive
optics and on technical limitations.
rspresented In the 33 posters and the 18 acquisition and guiding.

Mirror Container and VLT 8.2-m Dummy Mirror Arrive at
REOSC Plant
Within the framework of the VLT primary mirror polishing contract, an
8.2-metre reinforced concrete dummy
mirror was manufactured in Dunkirk by
SOCOFRAM, REOSC subcontractor for
the manufacturing of the dummy mirror,
mirror handling tool and transport container.

Although no ''first light" is scheduled
for this unfortunate brother of the
Zerodur mirrors, it is already experiencing the first steps in the life of a real
mirror. I n d d , the dummy mRor will
serve many purposes:
test of the mirror handling tool;
- test af the mirror container upon road

-

and river transport and upon handling;
- test of the grinding and polishing
machines at REOSC plant;
tests with the primary mirror cell and
structure;
integration tests in Chile.
The two first steps are now com-
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